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ABSTRACT
The tradition of Panchayats in India is as old as the origin of the
villages itself. The Panchayat has been described as a council of five in the
literature. The villages were once known as little republics as they were
self-sustaining in their needs and they had their autonomous councils that
controlled the village’s administrative and judicial affairs since the ancient
times. Just like the Village Panchayats, the Caste Panchayats have also been
an integral a part of the rural society in the past. The Caste Panchayats are
usually concerned with the general welfare of their members and cope
with the matters associated with the violation of caste rules. Apart from
these two types of the traditional Panchayats, a peculiar kind of the
Panchayat system known as the Khap Panchayat system has also been active mainly in Haryana and the Jat
dominated Western U.P. in Northern India. The Khaps have been active since the ages however all of a sudden
recently the Khap system became a focus of the attack by the print and the electronic media due to passing
some controversial judgements by some of the Khaps. The present study is an effort to understand the working
of the Khap Panchayats, the types of issues dealt by them and mode of their functioning in handling these issues
and for this, the Binain Khap and the Barah Khap have been chosen for the case study.
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INTRODUCTION :
A panchayat as described in the literature is a gathering of the elders of a village, and the meaning of
panchayat has been described as a council of five. It may also be an informal gathering which can be organised
for a special purpose. In the traditional panchayat, there was no formal membership or any specific rules for its
constitution.1 The tradition of panchayats in India is as old as the origin of the villages itself. Even in the Code of
Manu which deals with the social and administrative issues, the idea of constituting a committee for the
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interpretation of doubtful questions of law resembles with the constitution of a panchayat.2 The tradition of
organising panchayats to resolve the disputes between the residents of a same village or dispute between the
people of neighbouring or different villages has even been mentioned in the Arthshastra. The Arthshastra
suggests that in the case of a dispute between two villages, five to ten elders of the concerned villages should
collectively investigate the matter and resolve the dispute.3 The villages in India have always been self-sufficient
entities and like small republics have managed to survive in the tremendous political upheavals of the country.4
Sir Charles Metcalfe considered the Indian village as an unchanging entity and described, ‘the village
communities are little republics, having nearly everything they want within themselves and almost independent
of any foreign relations.”5 The villages have been called as little republics because first of all they were selfsufficient in their needs and they had their autonomous councils which controlled the village’s administrative
and judicial affairs since the ancient times. However, the village panchayats ceased to play their traditional role
during the British period.6
Like the village panchayats, the caste panchayats have also been an integral part of the rural society in
the past. Every caste in a village used to have its caste panchayat and all the members of that caste came under
the jurisdiction of that caste panchayat.7 A caste panchayat monitors the social behaviour of its members and
upholds the religious values practised by them. The caste panchayats have been constituted by the elders of
minimal lineage segments.8 The members of any caste have immense respect for the senior members of their
caste who constitute the caste panchayat. The caste panchayats are usually concerned with the general welfare
of their members and deal with the matters related to the violation of caste rules by any member of their caste
by functioning as a jury with the headman as the presiding judge.9 According to E.A.H. Blunt, the various caste
panchayats exhibit numerous minor variations, and they can either be permanent or impermanent bodies.10
Apart from these two kinds of the traditional panchayats, a peculiar kind of the panchayat system called as the
khap panchayat system has also been active mainly in Haryana and the Jat dominated Western U.P. in Northern
India. M.C. Pradhan has defined a khap as a unit of a number of villages organised into a political council for the
purpose of social control.11 A Khap panchayat is an assembly of the elder members of a particular caste or of an
area which administers social justice, work as the guardian of the local traditions, customs and culture of the
rural society. The area of the dominance of a khap panchayat is called as khap. Both the terms ‘khap’ and ‘khap
panchayat’ are generally used interchangeably, and it has been seen that instead of calling a particular unit of
the villages or a union of the people of a particular gotra as the khap, generally the panchayat of that khap is
directly mentioned as the khap.
Although the khap panchayats carry no legal authority but still they act as the custodians of the age-old
social and rural traditions and are mainly involved in providing the social justice to their people. The basic unit of
the khap system is a village, and a group of villages collectively is variously known as Tappa, Kanni or Ganwand,
and in some areas, it is also known as Barah, Pal, etc. A number of Tappas or Ganwands/Gohands, Barahas, Pals
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further jointly form a ‘khap’.12 Presently, the khaps are mainly associated with the Jat community, but the
existence of the Sarv Jatiye Khap Panchayats has also been noticed in the villages of Haryana. More than
hundred Khap Panchayats are active in Haryana. The head of a khap is known as Pradhan who is chosen
unanimously by the villagers which come under the domain of that khap. The pradhan of a khap is usually
assisted by some other executives and has a special agenda to work upon depending on the social and cultural
norms of the area to which his khap belongs.
The khaps have been active in the rural Haryana and Western U.P. since the ages but all of a sudden
recently the khap system became a focus of the attack by the print and the electronic media because of passing
some controversial judgements by some of the khaps and for the last two decades, the khaps have been under
constant observation of the judicial courts, various government agencies and the urban elite class. The khap
panchayats started to be considered as an assembly of some dominating, influential and powerful rural people
who pass dictatorial judgements against the eloping and innocent couples and inflict rigorous punishment on
them. The present study is an attempt to understand the working of the khap panchayats, the kinds of issues
dealt by them and mode of their functioning in dealing with these issues and for this, the Binain khap and the
Barah khap have been chosen for the case study.
THE BINAIN KHAP
The Binain khap is a khap of the Jats of Nain gotra, and a total of 52 villages in Haryana and Panjab
belonging to the Nain gotra Jats come under the domain of the Binain khap. The area covered by the Binain khap
is mainly a part of the Hisar Division of Haryana. The origin of the term ‘Binain’ has been inspired by the names
of two persons, Bina and Naina who belonged to the Nain clan of the Jats. The Nain gotra of the Jats is said to
have been originated from Nainpal or Naina Jat. Bina, a descendent of Naina Jat in the eighth generation after
him was another influential and powerful person of the Nain clan who is said to have lived in the village Danoda
in the 14th century A.D.13It has also been learnt that Bina later shifted to the neighbouring village of Dhamtan.
The Binain khap is said to have been in existence since the 14th century i.e. since the time of Bina. The first
initials of these two names Bina and Naina inspired the khap to take its name as the Binain khap.14 The Binain
khap consists of three tappas namely, Danoda, Dhamtan and Kalwan. The Danoda tappa includes 15 villages in
its territory, the Dhamtan tappa includes 29 villages and the Kalwan tappa consists of 12 villages (Kalan and
Khurd villages have been counted as separate units).15 The headquarter of the Binain khap is the village Danoda.
It is a tradition of the khap system that the first village established by the ancestors of a particular gotra or clan
becomes the headquarter of that khap.16 The present Pradhan of the Binain khap is Sh. Nafe singh Nain of the
village Danoda.
THE BARAH KHAP
Seventeen villages of the Jind district of Haryana come under the domain of the Barah khap. The Barah
khap is a multi gotra khap. The seventeen villages which together constitute the Barah khap includes the people
belonging to various gotras of Jats such as Danda, Deshwal, Kataria, Goyat, Pahal, Moar, Dahiya, Banwala etc.
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The khap is mainly dominated by the Danda gotra.17 The headquarter of the Barah Khap is the village Barah
Kalan. The Barah khap consists of the four tappas namely, the Barah Kalan tappa which includes six villages, the
Gangoli tappa which includes four villages, the Ludana tappa consists of four villages and the Swaya tappa
includes three villages. The pradhan of the Barah khap is exclusively chosen from a single family belonging to the
village Barah Kalan. The post of pradhan has always been hereditary till date.18 The Barah khap has maintained a
written record of the cases dealt by the Barah khap panchayat. Ch. Kuldeep Danda is the pradhan of the Barah
khap at present.
I have taken two cases from the written records of the Barah khap and three cases from the written
records of the Binain khap to understand the nature and kinds of the issues generally resolved by the khap
panchayats and the procedure followed by the khap panchayats in the process of arbitration.
Cases from the written records of the Barah Khap
Case No. 119
A joint meeting of the Barah khap and the Kandela Khap was held under the chairmanship of Sh.
Kuldeep Danda at the village Kharak Ram Ji on 15-06-2013. The case was regarding a dispute on the issue of
alimony. Ms Santosh who belonged to the village Niranjan was married to Jaibir Singh of the village Kharak Ram
Ji fourteen fifteen years back, and they had a twelve years old son from this marriage. The case their divorce was
still pending in the court when this meeting was held. The court had ordered Jaibir Singh to pay a sum of Rs. 300
every month to Santosh as alimony. Jaibir Singh did not pay this amount to Santosh, on whose complaint he was
arrested and was put in jail. This meeting of the khap panchayats was convened to get this dispute resolved and
to reach an amicable settlement between the two parties. It was decided that the father of Jaibir Singh would
pay the money earned by selling the crop from his 4.5 acres of land to Santosh and she would also be getting a
share in the house of Jaibir Singh. Both the parties consented this decision, and Santosh agreed to take back her
complaint. The guarantors of both the parties assured the khap panchayat for the proper implementation of the
decision and took the responsibility of paying the penalty in case of any default.
The amount of money to be paid to Santosh as ordered by the court was insufficient for her
maintenance and Jaibir Singh was not even in a position to pay that amount. It was leading to increased
bitterness between the two families. The decision of the khap panchayat taken by the mutual consent of both
the parties, not only resolved the issue, but Santosh also managed to get her share in the property of her
husband. This case shows the procedure adopted by the khap panchayats in the amicable resolution of the local
disputes using mutual consent of both the parties which not only saves their time and money but also provides
satisfaction to them.
Case No. 220
A meeting of the Barah khap was held on 16-12-2002 under the chairmanship of Sh. Kuldeep Danda, the
pradhan of the Barah khap at village Bhadtana. This meeting was held to resolve a long-standing land dispute
which had already been decided by the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India on the basis of the available evidence,
but the belligerent parties were not satisfied even by that decision. Therefore, in order to maintain peace and a
feeling of brotherhood in the village, this meeting was called on the request of the villagers. This dispute was
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regarding a residential plot between Rajmal s/o Neki and Balbir s/o Paras of the village Bhadtana. The khap
panchayat resolved the dispute by convincing both the parties for an exchange of their plots of land and thus
solved the matter to the full satisfaction of both the parties. The pradhan of the khap constituted a committee
of the respected and experienced persons to adjudicate this matter. It was also decided that if any of the parties
refuses to obey the decision of the khap panchayat after the adjudication of the matter, that would be socially
boycotted.
This was a case of the land dispute solved by the khap panchayat in which the involved parties were not
satisfied even after the judgment of the Supreme Court. The constitution of the committee for the adjudication
of this dispute by the khap panchayat is a part of the functioning of the khap panchayats, and the decision was
taken based on the suggestions given by this committee. The threat of social boycott was used as a technique of
applying social pressure so that none of the parties refuses to obey the decision or violates the agreement later.
Cases from the written records of the Binain Khap
Case No. 121
A meeting of the Binain Khap was held in the school of the village Dhamtan under the chairmanship of
Sh. Tek Ram on 15-10-1995 to solve a dispute between the villages of Karamgarh and Dharaudhi. Following a
quarrel between these two villages, both the villages had restricted the movement of the people belonging to
the opponent village across their village. This matter was brought to the knowledge of the khap panchayat by
the people of these two villages. The Sarv Jatiye Binain khap heard the allegations made by the people belonging
to both the villages. People of both the villages agreed to obey the decision of the khap panchayat. It was
unanimously decided that peaceful relations between both the villages would again be established and a feeling
of brotherhood would be maintained among the people for the amicable coexistence. The restriction on the
movement of certain people was lifted, and no penalty would be imposed on the labourers who move to the
opponent village in search of earning a livelihood.
This case shows the importance of the role of the khap panchayat in the villages which come under the
domain of the Binain khap, The Binain khap tries to maintain the peaceful coexistence of the villages by solving
the contentious issues among them.
Case No. 422
An important meeting of the Sarvkhap was held at the headquarter of the Binain khap, village Danoda
on 04-01-2004 under the chairmanship of Sh. Nafe Singh Nain, the pradhan of the Binain khap. The
representatives of Narwana khap, Thua khap, Ujhana khap, Pai Khap, Dhadan khap, Mator khap and Batisha
khap attended this meeting. This meeting was convened to discuss and decide about checking the extravagant
show of money practised in the marriage ceremonies and curbing the evil practice of dowry in the rural society.
The representatives from the different khaps presented their views, and their suggestions were recorded in
written. After a long discussion on the suggestions forwarded by the different khap representatives, the
following decisions were taken in this meeting:
1. No more than four people will go to see and select a girl as a bride. The selected girl would be given Rs. 50 as
‘shagun’* and Rs. 100 would be accepted in return by the bridegroom.
2. Only Rs. 101 should be given in the ‘sagai’* ceremony, and no other valuable gifts should be given at this time.
3. Only 11 persons should accompany the ‘barat’*.
21
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4. No disco jockeys should be played in the marriage ceremonies.
5. The bride’s family should not be burdened by any extra demand in the marriage ceremony.
All the representatives from the various khaps unanimously signed the resolution and consented to implement it
strictly in their respective areas. It was also decided that any person who is found to be involved in the violation
these rules will have to pay Rs. 3100 as fine to the respective khap panchayat and the informer would be given
Rs. 1100 as a reward by the concerned khap panchayat.
A meeting of the Sarvkhap can be convened on the call of any khap to take a decision and pass
resolutions on the crucial social issues. It is not necessary that all the khap panchayats of the state participate in
a Sarvkhap panchayat meeting. The khaps of a particular area may convene a meeting of the Sarvkhap to curb
the social evils of the local nature.
It is also an important case showing the khaps’ resolve to curb the social evils rampant in the rural
society. The rural society in Haryana gives a special respect to the decisions of the khap panchayats and
considers them to be as their mentor. The khaps have traditionally been working in the direction of making the
rural society free from all social evils, particularly from the evil practice of giving and receiving dowry in the
marriages.
* Shagun - The gifts given in cash or kind at the occasions of marriage, engagement or the birth of a child etc
* Sagai - A betrothal or engagement ceremony.
* Barat - A group of people which includes the bridegroom’s family members, relatives and friends that
accompany him in a marriage procession to the venue of the marriage.
Case No. 323
An important meeting of the Sarv Jatiye Binain Khap was held at the Government School of the village
Loan of the Dhamtan Tappa under the chairmanship of Sh. Nafe Singh Nain, the pradhan of the Binain khap on
31-01-2004.
This khap panchayat meeting was convened on the request of Baldeva s/o Pirthi, resident of the village
Loan. A dispute occurred between Baldeva s/o of Pirthi and Ganeshi s/o Bhana Ram, the resident of the same
village Loan regarding the seven kanal land. The panchayat of the Dhamtan Tappa had been organised in the
past in this regard, but the matter could not be resolved. After that, a meeting of the Sarv Jatiye Binain khap was
convened at Govt. High School of the village Loan, but at that time Baldeva s/o Pirthi could not be convinced by
the committee to accept the decision of the panchayat. In the present meeting, both the parties assured the
khap panchayat that they would accept the decision of the panchayat. The panchayat gave its decision after
receiving the suggestions of all the members of the committee who had a long discussion regarding the various
details of this dispute. Both the parties agreed to follow the decision of the Panchayat. It was also decided that
the party who refuse to obey the decision of the panchayat would have to pay a fine of Rs. One Lac to the
panchayat as a penalty. The decision taken by the panchayat was read aloud in the presence of all the members
and everyone present in the meeting became a witness of this decision.
This case clearly shows that the cases of land disputes which take many years in the courts of justice to
come to any decision get resolved easily, cheaply and amicably in the traditional khap panchayats to the
satisfaction of both the parties involved in the dispute. The bitterness left behind after the judgment of the
courts can lead to violent and bloody fights, but amicable settlement and satisfaction of both the parties is
23
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aimed at in the process of arbitration by the khap panchayats. It should also be noticed that this meeting of the
khap panchayat was convened on the request of one of the concerned parties and the khap intervened only
after getting the assurance of obeying the decision from both the parties. This case also makes it clear that the
decision taken by the khap panchayats is not forced upon the people, instead the involved parties willingly give
their consent to obey that. This case also throws light on the mode of functioning of the khap panchayats and
the procedure adopted by them in the arbitration of the disputes by constituting a committee to interrogate the
matter and provide suggestions on whose basis the decision of the khap panchayat is taken.
On the basis of the cases mentioned above, it can be said that the khap panchayats resolve different
kinds of rural issues because of it being cheap, less time consuming and convincing, the rural society has deep
faith and respect for the arbitration of the khap panchayats whereas on the other hand, such cases lie pending
for decades in the courts for justice and even after that very often it has been seen that the involved parties are
not satisfied with that judgment. The khaps not only administer the social justice but also play a responsible role
in curbing various social evils rampant in the rural society. The media prefer to handle only the sensitive and the
controversial issues but do not try to know about the responsible and significant role that has been played by
the khap panchayats since the ages for the general welfare of the rural society. A study of these cases can be of
immense help in evaluating the merits and demerits of the khap system.
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